
AQUAPONICS
BUILD GUIDE

HYDROPONICS/

Step by step build guide for the Hydroponics/Aquaponics Kit



PIPES

All the tubing and pipes can be 

bought or recycled relatively easily. 

PVC is ideal for this type of 

application, it is durable and will 

last for many years.

To make the holes in the 63mm pipe:
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32mm PVC Pipe Lengths

35mm x 14

120mm x 1

160mm x 6

280mm x 1

350mm x 1

500mm x 1

800mm x 4

63mm PVC Pipe Lengths

Mark out a centre line with 
tape measure and pencil

Measure 80mm from the edge
and make a centre mark

for each hole

Repeat along the length
of the 63mm pipe (x9 times)

Using the 32mm hole saw, 
drill out the ‘plot holes.



CONNECTORS

63 to 32mm Reducer x 8

32mm 120° x 2

32mm 90° x 3

32mm PVC End Stop x 4

32mm T x 9

32mm Rubber Insert

32mm Rubber Insert x 2

3

(10mm hole) x 2

To make Rubber Inserts with a 10mm hole

The inserts typically have a 
dimple in the top centre.

Use a drill and a 10mm drill bit 
to make a hole in the rubber 
insert.

The hole doesn’t need to be 
exactly in the centre.

Try not to make the hole bigger 
than 10mm. 

The pump tubing forms a seal 
stopping water passing the 
insert.



WATER & PUMP
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To make the holes in the bucket lid:

Measure 50mm from the 
lid edge with using 

the pencil and tape measure

Using the drill and
32mm hole saw, 

drill out a hole in the lid

The lid is now ready
for the water outlet.

Depending on your container

you may need to cut a

slot for the pump power lead 

* Electronics elements are optional

Container 

10mm Water Pump Tubing (1.5m)

*MakerLabs Smart Watering PCB Kit

USB Water Pump

32mm Growing ‘Basket’

32mm Sponge Insert

(for Aquaponics we use minimum 20 ltr containers)

(for Hydroponics we use 5 ltr buckets with a lid)



OVERVIEW
The assembled ‘Smart Watering Frame’

Once assembled, this ‘frame’ will give 

you 36 growing ‘plots’. Water is 

pumped from the reservior to the top 

of the frame, and then zig zags to the 

bottom and back into the resovoir. 

The pump we suggest is a 12v mains 

waterpump. If you want to use your own 

pump, just check it can raise water at 

least 2m vertically. 

The reservior we use in our kit is a 

5ltr black bucket with lid. Black or 

white buckets with lids are preferable 

if you want a hyroponics setup. Larger 

and clear containers are better when 

using fish (aquaponics setup).

We have more information at
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makerlabs.org.uk/hydroponics-aquaponics-kit 



The pipes that have the ‘plots’ cut 

into them (4 horizonal pipes) are 63mm 

PVC cut at 800mm. 

The holes are 32mm and are spaced 80mm 

apart from the centre of holes.

All the other pipes are 32mm diameter 

PVC cut to the lengths shown in the 

key below.

For the frame you will need everything 

mentioned on pages 1 -4.

PIPE PARTS
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35mm 120mm 160mm

280mm 350mm 500mm

(if you have bought our kit, it has everything!)

°



Before we start, take a look at how the water flows around the frame.

PUMP/FLOW
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1. The water is pumped to the top 

through the pump tube (which is 

fed through the stoppers with 

the 10mm holes in).

2. It then zig zags down each run 

before leaving the outlet and 

back into the reservoir.

1

2



LET’S BUILD
We will split the frame into 3 parts...top, bottom, and legs.

Then we will add the pump and the reservoir. The electronics are optional (making the 

system truly ‘smart’) the instructions for the electonics assembly is seperate, and can 

be found on our website! 
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TOP SECTION
This is the layout for the top section, build from the top row downward. Note the 10mm 

pump tubing should be fed through the right hand side as you build the top section.

Rubber Inserts with 10mm hole
9 (feed the pump tube through these)

T  connectors, facing backwards

(the legs will attach to these)



BOTTOM SECTION
The bottom section layout looks like this. The blue line is the pump tube from the top 

section. Feed this through the tubes as you build this section.
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Pump tube is fed through from the top section

(this end eventually attaches to the pump)



JOIN TOP & BOTTOM
The top and bottom sections push together as shown.

At this point double check all the connections are pushed together tightly, there 

shouldn’t be gaps in the joints.
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ADD THE LEGS
The leg parts attach to the T connectors that are facing towards the back of the frame.
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PUMP & CONTAINER
You will need to feed the power lead and pump tube through the lid first. then insert 

the outlet into the 32mm hole in the lid. You may want to cut a small slot in the hole 

to allow the pump power lead to fit properly. If using mains power, we suggest using a 

power breaker / trip.Connect the pump tube once the pump is in place. 
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The pump we use has sucker feet 
to make sure it is under water.

The pump tube fits snugly over 
the vertical pump outlet.

The container fits close to the 
leg of the frame, with the 
outlet fitting into the 32mm 
hole in the lid.



If you are building your own frame, you will need a few tools and 

accessories. The MakerLabs Smart Watering Kit (frame) requires 

assembly only - we’ve done the tricky bits for you!
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Cordless Drill / Hand Drill

Pencil / Sharpie

Tape Measure / Rule

10mm Drill Bit

32mm Hole Saw / 32mm Drill Bit

KIT LIST
All the tools and parts you need are listed on the next few pages.  You can also buy a 

complete kit (including electronics) going to makerlabs.org.uk/smart-watering-kit.

TOOLS



NEXT STEPS
If you have purchased our Smart Watering 

Kit, next up is to make the electronics!

If you have built your own, we would suggest 

looking at our ‘GrowLab’ course to get to 

grips with growing plants in your new 

system!

If you want to share your build, or want to 

help others... use #makersalad #makermindset 

on social media!

We offer courses, tutoring and kits built 

around sustainability and technology, as 

well as a monthly makerbox.

Take a look at makerlabs.org.uk

Happy growing!!!!
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To add the plant baskets:

The sponges will act as 
‘growing medium’

The baskets hold the sponges in 
place, and make it easier to 
move plants around if needed

Place the baskets 
into the 32mm holes 

we made earlier.

Add seeds, plugs or unpotted plants with root 
systems to the baskets. The roots tap into 

the water flowing in the pipes. 

Make sure the roots can access the water!



We are not lawyers. This build guide and the content provided herein are simply 

for educational purposes and do not take the place of legal advice from your 

solicitor. Every effort has been made to ensure that the content provided on this 

PDF is accurate and helpful for readers at publishing time. However, this is not 

an exhaustive treatment of the subjects. No liability is assumed for losses or 

damages due to the information provided. You are responsible for your own choices, 

actions, and results. You should consult your solicitor for your specific 

publishing and disclaimer questions and needs.

All rights reserved. This book or parts thereof may not be reproduced in any form, 

stored in any retrieval system, or transmitted in any form by any 

means—electronic, mechanical, photocopy, recording, or otherwise—without prior 

permission of the publisher, except as provided by United Kingdom copyright law.

For permission requests and enquiries, email to hello@makerlabs.org.uk, subject 

“Attention: Permissions Coordinator,”.


